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Abstract.
Background: Subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation (STN-DBS) is a well-established treatment for patients with
Parkinson’s disease. Previous acute challenge studies suggested that short pulse widths might increase the therapeutic window
while maintaining motor symptom control with a decrease in energy consumption. However, only little is known about the
effect of short pulse width stimulation beyond the setting of an acute challenge.
Objective: To compare 4 weeks of STN-DBS with conventional pulse width stimulation (60 s) to 4 weeks of STN-DBS
with short pulse width stimulation (30 s) regarding motor symptom control.
Methods: This study was a monocentric, double-blinded, randomized crossover non-inferiority trial investigating whether
short pulse width stimulation with 30 s maintains equal motor control as conventional 60 s stimulation over a period of 4
weeks (German Clinical Trials Register No. DRKS00017528). Primary outcome was the difference in motor symptom control
as assessed by a motor diary. Secondary outcomes included energy consumption measures, non-motor effects, side-effects,
and quality of life.
Results: Due to a high dropout rate, the calculated sample size of 27 patients was not met and 24 patients with Parkinson’s
disease and STN-DBS were included in the final analysis. However, there were no differences in any investigated outcome
parameter between the two treatment conditions.
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Conclusion: This study demonstrates that short pulse width settings (30 s) provide non-inferior motor symptom control
as conventional (60 s) stimulation without significant differences in energy consumption. Future studies are warranted to
evaluate a potential benefit of short pulse width settings in patients with pronounced dyskinesia.
Keywords: Non-motor symptoms, speech, gait, quality of life, motor symptoms, motor diary, nucleus subthalamicus

INTRODUCTION
Subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation (STNDBS) is a well-established treatment for patients with
advanced Parkinson’s disease (PD) improving quality
of life, motor, and non-motor symptoms [1–3]. However, postoperative outcomes critically depend on
lead locations and stimulation settings [4–7]. While
titration of the stimulation amplitude and choice of
the active contact are usually individual, stimulation frequency and pulse width are typically set to
standard values of 130 Hz and 60 s. This standard
value emerged from a previous study, demonstrating
that a pulse width of 60 s enlarges the therapeutic window as compared to larger pulse widths
[8, 9].
Several recent studies suggested that shorter pulse
widths, i.e., below 60 s, might lead to an additional widening of the therapeutic window, defined
as the amplitude range between threshold amplitudes
for rigidity control and occurrence of side-effects
[10–14]. Additionally, some authors suggested that
DBS with shorter pulse widths might reduce energy
consumption while maintaining equal symptom control compared to standard pulse width as investigated
during an acute challenge design [10–12]. Furthermore, DBS with 30 s resulted in an improvement of
stimulation-induced dysarthria, dyskinesia, and gait
in an acute challenge [14, 15]. However, this beneficial effect remains controversial as it could not be
replicated in a recent study investigating the effect
of short pulse width stimulation on objective gait
parameters in an acute challenge and neither in a
double-blinded randomized crossover trial investigating a period of 4 weeks in a cohort of PD patients
with stimulation-induced dysarthria [13, 16]. As a
secondary outcome of this study by Dayal et al.,
there was no difference in motor symptom control
between short and conventional pulse width stimulation, captured as a snapshot by the Movement
Disorder Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale [13].
To summarize, shorter pulse widths were so far
associated with the potential to reduce side-effects

and energy consumption while maintaining the
therapeutic effect. Whether these effects can be
reconfirmed beyond the setting of an acute challenge, remains to be elucidated. Therefore, in this
double-blind, randomized, crossover trial, we investigate whether short pulse width stimulation with 30 s
maintains motor symptom control, as measured by a
patient-reported motor diary, in comparison to 60 s
for 4 weeks. This is of special importance for everyday clinical care, as unnecessary reprogramming by
switching pulse widths in a trial-and-error fashion
should be avoided, when there is no evidence for any
benefit for the patient.
METHODS
Participants and ethical approval
Eligible patients were aged 18 to 80 years with
a clinical diagnosis of PD following the UK Brain
Bank criteria, who underwent bilateral STN-DBS at
least 3 months before study inclusion. Patients had
been selected for STN-DBS according to the guidelines of the International Parkinson and Movement
Disorders Society [17]. Additionally, the implanted
pulse generator required the possibility of providing stimulation with a pulse width of 30 s as per
clinical routine. The ethics committee of the University of Cologne approved the trial (vote: 19-1233)
conducted under the declaration of Helsinki, which
was registered with the German Clinical Trials Register (registration No. DRKS00017528). Data was
collected at the Department of Neurology of the University Hospital Cologne. All patients gave written
informed consent prior to any study activity.
Study design
This study was a single-center, randomized,
double-blind, crossover, non-inferiority trial of deep
brain stimulation with a short pulse width (30 s) versus conventional pulse width (60 s) in PD patients
with bilateral STN-DBS. A non-inferiority design
was chosen as previous trials, comparing motor
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Fig. 1. Study Protocol and Participant Flow. A) Patients were randomized to 4 weeks of stimulation with PW60 followed by 4 weeks of
stimulation with PW30 and vice versa. Stimulation settings only differed in their pulse widths while the active contact and frequency were
identical. To ensure optimal symptom control during assessment of the motor diary (MD) patients were allowed for self-adjustment of the
applied current. B) Reasons for dropout were: Withdrawal of consent due to COVID-19 pandemic (N = 3; 1 A1, 1 A2, 1 B2), insufficient
symptom control (N = 2; 1 A2, 1 B1), withdrawal of consent without specific reason (N = 3; 2 A1, 1 B2), DBS system infection (N = 1; B2),
exclusion due to violation of study protocol (unauthorized switching of stimulation programs during the trial, N = 2; 1 A2, 1 B2)).

symptom control between short and conventional
pulse width stimulation did not yield towards superiority of either pulse width [12, 13]. The trial protocol
is illustrated in Fig. 1A and consisted of 3 visits per
participant. At baseline, medical and surgical history,
as well as medication, was recorded. Stimulation settings with a pulse width of 60 s (PW60) and 30 s
respectively (PW30) were established based on the
stimulation setting at study inclusion in the “medication ON” state, as optimized per clinical routine.
Of note, the respective active contact and frequency
were equal for both trial programs, whereas only
the applied current was titrated for motor symptom control and side effects. Patients were trained
to titrate the current with the handheld patient programmer to perform adjustments of current within
individual ranges if needed. The clinician tested the
range of the applicable current to exclude acute
stimulation-induced side effects. Then patients were
randomized blockwise (3 Blocks, 1:1 randomization

using www.randomizer.at) to begin with PW60
followed by four weeks with PW30 or vice versa.
A routine telephone call was done after 14 days of
each period and 5 days prior to each follow-up visit
to support the patient in self-adjustment of the applied
current. Of note, patients were instructed not to titrate
the current during the last three days of each period to
ensure a constant stimulation setting while assessing
the motor diary and no changes in medication were
allowed throughout the trial.
After 4 weeks (Period A), patients returned for
a clinical assessment after at least overnight withdrawal of dopaminergic medications (follow up visit
1:28 ± 2 days from baseline). Adverse events and
stimulation parameters, including impedances, were
recorded. Secondary outcomes were assessed, and
stimulation was then switched to the other treatment
condition. If necessary, current was again optimized
before discharge. Patients returned after 4 weeks
(Period B) to repeat the assessment in “medication
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OFF” state (follow up visit 2:56 ± 2 days from baseline). By the end of the trial, patients were asked for
their preferred setting. If one treatment condition was
not well tolerated despite current adjustment, patients
could choose between an early cross-over or end of
study after filling the motor diary over three days,
or an instant termination of the trial. All participants
and raters remained blinded to the treatment condition throughout the trial. Blinding was ensured by i)
non-visibility of the chosen pulse width on the patient
programmer and ii) by exclusion of raters for the
programming process.

Outcome parameters
The primary outcome parameter was the difference in “On time” as reported by a standardized
self-reported motor diary between the PW60 and the
PW30 condition over the last three days in each condition [18]. A motor diary assesses the motor state
in intervals of 30 min defined as 1) awake and with
good symptom control (“On”), 2) awake and troublesome dyskinesia (“Dyskinesia”), 3) awake and
with poor motor function (“Off”), and 4) asleep
(“Sleep”). Previous studies have already used this
diary to evaluate motor symptom control in PD
patients with STN-DBS, beyond an acute assessment [2, 19, 20]. For further analysis the mean time
of the respective motor state in each period was
calculated.
Predefined secondary outcomes, as assessed in
“medication OFF” state at each follow-up visit,
were differences in the Unified Parkinson’s Disease
Rating Scale (UPDRS-I, -II and -III), 10 m timed
walk test, visual analog scale (VAS) for self-assessment of “ability to walk”, and “ability to speak”,
Parkinson’s Disease questionnaire 39-Item Quality
of Life Questionnaire Summary Index (PDQ-39 SI),
and Non-Motor Symptoms Questionnaire (NMSQ).
Additionally, differences in speech intelligibility
were investigated by reading a German standard text
(“Der Teppichklopfer”) rated by 13 blinded naı̈ve listeners on a VAS. All VAS ranged from 0 to 10 (“worst
possible state” to “best possible state” of the respective symptom). To investigate differences in energy
consumption the battery charge index (BCI) [21], the
total charge delivered per pulse (CPP = current∗ pulse
width), and the total electrical energy delivered
(TEED = ((current∗ impedance)2∗ frequency∗ pulse
width)/ impedance) were calculated, and the sum of
both hemispheres was reported.

Statistical analysis
A modified intention-to-treat analysis, including
all available data points despite the high dropout
rate, was conducted for each outcome parameter
employing linear mixed effects models including
the grouping variable (PW60, PW30) as a fixed
effect and subject as a random effect to correct
for the paired nature of the data (outcome ∼ pulse
width group + (1|subject)). For analysis of the primary outcome parameter the interaction between
period and the grouping variable (PW60, PW30) was
included as an additional fixed effect to account for
a possible period effect (outcome ∼ pulse width
group + period∗ pulse width group + (1|subject)). A
carryover effect was not expected as there was a sufficient period between the two follow-up assessments
in each condition. The power analysis for noninferiority regarding the primary outcome parameter
with a power of 80% and a significance level of 0.05
was based on a previous trial by Timmermann et
al. [19], implementing a standard deviation of 4.3
and a non-inferiority margin of 25%, resulting in
a total of 27 patients needed. When considering a
dropout rate of 10%, a total of 30 patients had to
be recruited. For subgroup analysis (comparison of
non-preferred settings) Shapiro-Wilk-tests were conducted to test for normal distribution. Then paired
t-test or Wilcoxon signed rank test was employed,
respectively. The Bonferroni method was used to
correct for multiple comparisons and statistical significance was set to p < 0.05. Results are reported as
mean and standard deviation if not indicated otherwise. We used MATLAB R2020a (The MathWorks
Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) for all
data analysis.
Data availability
The data and MATLAB code used for the present
analysis are available via the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/q23xj/).
RESULTS
Participants
Between August 15, 2019, and December 3, 2020,
30 patients were consecutively enrolled. A total of 24
patients were included in the intention-to-treat analysis (7 female) as 6 patients had to be excluded or
dropped out of the trial during the first period of
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Fig. 2. Individual Order of Pulse Widths. Before the trial a stimulation setting with 60 s was chosen in 21 of 24 patients. At the end of the
trial 9 of 19 patients completing the trial, preferred a stimulation with 30 s or 60 s respectively.

the trial. Fig. 1B depicts the participant flow and
reasons for dropout. Patients included in the analysis were 61.4 years (± 8.7) old, had a mean disease
duration of 8.8 years (± 3.8), and were included 0.9
year (± 0.8) after surgery. The median Hoehn & Yahr
stage was 2.5 (IQR: ± 1.0) and the mean levodopa
equivalent daily dose at study inclusion was 443.5 mg
(± 214.2). Fig. 2 shows the order of the pulse width
settings throughout the trial and the preferred settings
at the end of the trial. All patients were implanted
with the same implantable pulse generator (Gevia™ ,
Boston Scientific) and CartesiaTM leads (Boston Scientific) except one patient (Medtronic 3387 leads).
Adverse events and stimulation settings for each
pulse width condition are reported in Supplementary
Tables 1 and 2.
Clinical outcomes
There were no differences regarding the time spent
in “On” state (PW60:11.7 ± 4.07 h 90%-CI [10.1 to
13.3]; PW30:11.09 ± 5.08 h, 90%-CI [9.3 to 11.9];
estimate 2.34 ± 3.05, p = 1.0) and all other motor
states as investigated by the motor diary between the
PW60 and the PW30 setting (see Table 1). Of note,
the lower border of the 90%-CI of time spent in “On”
state in PW30 was above the non-inferiority margin
(see Fig. 1). Additionally, there was no significant

period-effect detected (see Supplementary Table 3,
data for interaction term not shown). For secondary
outcomes, there were no differences between the two
treatment conditions for UPDRS-I (PW60:1.5 ± 1.8,
PW30:1.3 ± 1.7, p = 1.00), UPDRS-II (PW60:8.7 ±
3.4, PW30:6.6 ± 3.6, p = 0.132), UPDRS-III (PW60:
16.9 ± 6.5, PW30:16.1 ± 6.6, p = 1.0), PDQ-39 SI
(PW60:64.1 ± 47.3, PW30:59.1 ± 47.7, p = 1.00),
and NMSQ (PW60:7.6 ± 3.6, PW30:6.7 ± 4.0,
p = 1.00). Regarding side-effects there were no differences for VAS “ability to speak” (PW60:4.8 ± 2.9,
PW30:5.7 ± 2.7, p = 1.00), intelligibility ratings
(PW60:8.0 ± 3.6, PW30:6.7 ± 4.0, p = 1.00), VAS
“ability to walk” (PW60:5.4 ± 2.8, PW30:5.4 ± 2.6,
p = 1.00), and 10-m timed walk test (PW60:8.6 ± 1.6
s, PW30:9.3 ± 1.9 s, p = 0.179). Furthermore, to
check for a probable bias by the chosen modified
intention-to-treat approach, a supplemental analysis
only including patients completing both treatment
conditions (N = 19) was conducted, demonstrating
the same results (see Supplementary Table 4).
Energy consumption
The applied current was lower in PW60 than
in PW30 settings (PW60:4.5 ± 2.0 mA, PW30:
6.9 ± 3.5 mA, p < 0.001). As shown in Fig. 4, there
were differences between the PW60 and PW30

Table 1
Motor Diary Outcomes
Motor States [h]

“On”
“Off”
“Dyskinesia”
“Sleep”

PW60
N = 20

PW30
N = 23

LME PW60 vs.
PW 30 N = 24

PW60 vs. PW30
N = 19

Mean (SD),
[90%-CI]

Mean (SD),
[90%-CI]

Estimate (SE)

p

Mean of difference
(SD), [90%-CI]

11.7 (4.07) [10.1 to 13.3]
1.92 (3.6) [1.0 to 3.0]
2.02 (2.55) [0.5 to 3.3]
8.31 (1.35) [7.8 to 8.8]

11.09 (5.08) [9.3 to 12.9]
1.73 (3.29) [1.4 to 4.2]
2.8 (3.83) [0.6 to 2.9]
8.48 (1.53) [7.9 to 9.0]

2.34 (3.05)
–0.26 (2.33)
–1.02 (1.58)
–0.15 (0.75)

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.63 (3.35) [–1.0 to 2.2]
–0.54 (2.49) [–1.7 to 0.7]
0.09 (1.73) [–0.7 to 0.9]
–0.23 (0.78) [–0.6 to 0.14]

Comparison of motor diary outcomes between PW60 and PW 30 condition. For direct comparison of mean of differences (last column) only
datasets with assessments in both conditions were included. 90%-CI, 90% confidence interval; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error;
PW30, trial condition with 30 s; PW60, trial condition with 60 s.
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Fig. 3. Motor Diary Outcomes. A) There were no differences in motor states as on the group level between treatment conditions. B) On
the subject level, individual differences between the treatment conditions were observed. Relation of the respective 90%-CI and the noninferiority margin (dashed line) for the “On” state, the primary outcome parameter, is indicated in the respective subfigure. C) Patients
preferring 30 s (N = 9) seemed to experience more dyskinesia in their non-preferred 60 s setting (PW60), whereas patients preferring
60 s (N = 9) tended to have more Off-time in their non-preferred 30 s setting (PW30). PW30, trial condition with 30 s; PW60, trial
condition with 60 s.

Fig. 4. Energy Indices. A) In PW30 condition higher amplitudes were applied than in PW60 condition. B) The PW30 condition resulted in a
lower charge per pulse, whereas the total electrical energy delivered (C), and the battery drain were not different between the two conditions
(D). (∗ p < 0.001) BCI, Battery Charge Index; CPP, charge per pulse; PW30, trial condition with 30 s; PW60, trial condition with 60 s;
TEED, total electrical energy delivered.

setting, concerning CPP (PW60:271.80 ± 118.86 nC,
PW30:206.87 ± 103.67 nC, p < 0.001) but neither
for TEED (PW60:73.56 ± 45.17 J/s, PW30:92.22
± 66.46 J/s, p = 0.052) nor BCI (PW60:38.88 ±
20.98 J, PW30:47.05 ± 31.25 J, p = 0.124).

DISCUSSION
In this double-blind, crossover trial in patients
with PD and bilateral STN-DBS, motor symptom
control was not significantly different for short and
conventional pulse widths. Additionally, there were
no differences regarding any investigated side-effect,
non-motor symptoms, quality-of-life, or energy consumption measures.

While most of the previous studies focused on
an acute challenge—and often limited their analysis to differences in amplitude thresholds—the
present study reports a comparison of motor symptom control after 4 weeks of continuous stimulation
between the two pulse width conditions [10–12].
In line with a previous study by Dayal et al. [13],
our study provides evidence for a non-inferiority
regarding motor symptom control and an acceptable
safety profile of STN-DBS with a pulse width of
30 s. Unlike the present study, Dayal et al. only
included patients with stimulation-induced dysarthria
and thereby stimulation settings had already been
adapted to this troublesome side-effect, which can
lead to suboptimal motor symptom control. Additionally, in the present study, motor symptom control in
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each condition was evaluated over three days using
a standardized motor diary, providing a home-based
overall impression of motor symptom control under
everyday conditions [18]. This might especially be
important in patients with advanced PD, as motor
fluctuations throughout the day could influence subjective motor outcomes and might not be captured by
frequently used scales as, e.g., the UPDRS in a single
visit [2, 18, 19].
Subjectively, 47.5% of the patients (N = 9/19),
tested in both conditions, preferred either the short
(30 s) or the conventional (60 s) setting (see
Fig. 2). This individual preference has also been
reported by Seger et al. regarding gait outcomes
in short versus conventional pulse width settings
[16]. Although the group size did not allow for distinct subgroup analysis, the results presented here
carefully point towards different patient profiles
regarding preferences of pulse width settings. While
patients preferring 30 s spent more time with troublesome dyskinesia in their non-preferred setting
with 60 s, patients preferring 60 s experienced
more time with bradykinesia throughout the day in
their non-preferred 30 s setting (see Fig. 3C and
Supplementary Table 5). This concept is supported
by a recent study by Dayal et al. demonstrating an
alleviation of dyskinesia by stimulation with 30 s in
an acute challenge [15]. Of note, there was no difference in percentual change of current applied in
the respective pulse width setting when comparing
both preference groups (see Supplementary Table 5).
Therefore, it seems unlikely that this effect is solely
based on an inadvertently insufficient current titration during the trial and indeed might be related to
the applied pulse width.
An often-discussed benefit of short pulse width
stimulation is its reduced charge per pulse. Previous
studies hypothesized, that this might result in fewer
side-effects and increased battery life [10–12]. The
potential benefit of preventing stimulation-induced
side effects has mainly been derived from an increase
of the therapeutic window in terms of a widening of the amplitude range between side-effect and
efficacy threshold [11–14, 22]. Beneficial effects of
short pulse width stimulation on side-effects have
only been reported in DBS for essential tremor
patients [23], but not in patients with PD beyond
the setting of an acute challenge [13, 14]. Although
Reich et al. concluded that a wider therapeutic window might result from selectivity of short pulse
widths for smaller, beneficial axons over larger, sideeffect associated fibers [10], this hypothesis has been
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falsified in prior and current studies [22, 24]. Instead,
stimulation with shorter pulse widths might lead to
a preferential activation of larger axons with shorter
chronaxies, as demonstrated by Anderson et al. [22].
Regarding battery life, it has to be clarified that it
critically depends on energy consumption and not
only charge. Therefore we additionally calculated the
TEED and the BCI, an energy index also used to
indicate energy consumption of stimulation settings
on the programming device per clinical routine [21].
Both energy consumption measures were equal for
the two conditions. This demonstrates that stimulating with 30 s has no beneficial effect on battery life
and is in line with a previous study reporting equivalency in TEED when comparing both settings at the
efficacy threshold in an acute challenge [14]. It also
highlights the important fact, that when only taking
one of those parameters into account, e.g., current,
charge, TEED or BCI, different results regarding its
energy consumption can be obtained by definition
when comparing 30 s to 60 s stimulation.
The main limitation of the present trial is that
the calculated sample size of N = 27 to show noninferiority of short pulse width stimulation with a
power of 80% has not been reached due to an unexpected high number of dropouts during the trial.
These dropouts reflect the difficulty of conducting a
clinical trial during the COVID-19 pandemic, which
is why visits in between the follow-up visits were
kept to a minimum and patients were mainly supervised via telephone. Additionally, the possibility to
change stimulation settings via the patient programmer was another source of dropouts, as two patients
switched back to the previous condition’s setting
instead of titrating the current. However, in line
with our clinical routine, we discharged patients with
a well-established “backup” stimulation setting for
patient safety reasons. Nevertheless, the study size
seems sufficient as not even a trend for a difference
in motor symptom control between the study conditions was observed despite inclusion of round about
80% of the calculated sample size (all p = 1.0, see
Table 1). Of note, the sample size is one of the biggest
in studies investigating the effect of short pulse widths
in STN-DBS. Another consequence of the dropouts
was that the planned 1:1 randomization could not be
achieved. However, this seems not to influence the
results as no period-effect was observed. Secondly,
the choice of the stimulation settings was based on
a single non-standardized clinical programming session instead of a standardized monopolar review as
it has been part of a similar trial by Dayal et al. [13]
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As mentioned before, Dayal et al. included patients
with stimulation-induced dysarthria in contrast to
the present study. Therefore, every patient needed
an elaborated adjustment of the stimulation setting
before study inclusion, which was not the case in the
present cohort. Another difference to prior studies is
that mainly patients themselves titrated the current.
To prevent potentially suboptimal stimulation settings [25], patients were well trained at baseline and
reinstructed as per protocol telephone calls if motor
symptom control was insufficient or side-effects were
reported. Overall real-life outcomes may even be better reflected by this practice, as it is unlikely that
patients present to an outpatient clinic for stimulation
adjustment regularly within such a short time frame.
To conclude, the present study provides evidence
that there is no difference concerning motor symptom control, the occurrence of side-effects or energy
consumption between short and conventional pulse
width stimulation in STN-DBS for patients with PD
on the group level when tested under real-life conditions. However, future studies are warranted with
larger patient samples to investigate whether patients
with distinct symptom burden profiles, especially
dyskinesia, might benefit from shorter pulse width
stimulation as an individualized treatment option.
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